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We all know that where two or three are gathered, there is… Jesus? NO, 

politics! Everywhere you go, there seems to be politics. Family drama politics. 

School playground and lunch cafeteria politics. National politics. World politics. 

And believe it or not, yes, even church politics.  

Aristotle in his observation of society suggested that human beings are by 

nature political animals who naturally establish moral concepts and communicate 

them vis-à-vis political rule, hence why when two or three are gathered, there are 

politics… it’s inevitable… everything turns into politics… 

No wonder then some would argue that Jesus himself was a political leader, 

that Christianity itself is a political movement (for more on that read about 

liberation theology in Latin America, it is fascinating, has its pros and cons…), that 

all religions for that matter are mere politics.  

Think about it… each religion is out to promote their own values and beliefs 

trying to entice searchers of truth to become their followers, to choose them and 

their cause. They promise heaven, no more suffering, your own universe, an escape 

from the pains of the world, even the blessing of health and wealth in this life. If 

this is so, if Jesus was starting a political movement, then clearly Jesus needs a 

campaign manager! 

You see, normally candidates are promising a higher standard of living, higher 

wages, more jobs, a better economy, less violence, a better education and medical 

system, reduced unemployment and poverty, a more competitive market, all kinds 

of things that will bring society more wealth and more choices. They campaign by 
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letting you know just how good life will be if they are in power, how great the 

nation will be if they are elected. 

 And Jesus is advocating not just for any kingdom, but THE Kingdom of God! 

So clearly, he should be enticing followers with just how great it will be in the 

Kingdom! But here he is saying; “Vote for me! Choose to follow me! If you choose 

me, you will need to hate your family and your own life… if you choose me, you 

will need to accept whatever cross, and suffering will come. I promise you will 

need to have less possessions, less options, you could potentially lose your own life. 

So yeah leave everything behind and follow me! Who is with me?!” Meh… I don’t 

know about that… he is not really selling it to me… nothing about that sounds 

logical, nothing that I would think about choosing – if anything, I tend to choose 

things completely opposite of that.   

 What is going on? Is this how we should be approaching Jesus and 

Christianity? Like a political movement? If so no wonder he failed, was put to 

death… the stronger political rule of the time, the Roman Empire, squashed it… 

what Jesus was asking and offering just didn’t seem to make sense…  

Yet, for some reason, despite these seeming absurd requests, despite its 

seeming failure, Christianity is somehow here. Jesus is still being proclaimed… so 

either this political movement has somehow managed to defy logic, or, it’s not a 

political movement at all. 

 How do we make sense of the demands of discipleship that Jesus is saying 

here then? In order to make sense of it, let’s thinking of Jesus not as a political 

leader, but as a leader of an expedition.  
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Say we are on a mission with Jesus to a remote village on our way to take 

emergency medical supplies. We are traveling for days through mountains and 

jungles. Throughout this journey we’ve been well prepared carrying our big packs 

with everything we need: shelter, food, tools, memoirs of our loved ones at home 

for when we need a little motivation... Then just before the village we reach a steep 

rocky and unstable mountain terrain that will require some climbing. Jesus looks at 

you and says: “You need to leave your pack behind; we cannot climb with large 

loads or else we will fall. Unload everything you have, even your family photos, I 

need you to be willing to continue on this trip and not think about them… if you do, 

you will want to go back to them. Only carry the medical supplies for the people we 

will get to, forget everything else – they are the most important thing right now. 

There is a chance you might fall, get injured, or not make it alive. If you choose to 

continue from this point on, it is because you are willing to leave everything behind 

for me and this mission.” 

This way of approaching Jesus and his request makes more sense. We might 

not like it, but we can understand the request and thus makes it possible to choose to 

say yes and continue the expedition despite the danger, despite the risk.  

What has changed between these two approaches? The conditions are the 

same, we are being asked the same things… yet the second way of approaching the 

request seems possible where the first is near ridiculous.  

What has changed is the perspective, a perspective that cannot be found in our 

limited human wisdom, and can only be found in faith, the wisdom of God. So let’s 

allow the wisdom of God to makes sense of these words. 
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Luke is summarizing Matthew’s version of this teaching, however, Luke is 

using very strong language not found in Matthew, particularly the word hate… 

“hate your father and mother, hate your own life, be willing to carry a cross and 

die…”  

Anyone who hears this can take it literally and call it absurd. Many people 

reject the gospel and scripture as a whole because yes, there are a lot of things in 

there that to human rational sounds absurd. But, taken in the context of faith, we 

can see the bigger picture. No, Jesus is not advocating for family separation or 

violence, for self-hate, rather he is drawing our attention to adopting an attitude of 

“I am all in.”  

If life is about choices, and if we do have a propensity to be political beings, 

and if politics are all about choosing what will benefit me, and if I have a tendency 

to choose me and my self-interest over others, then Jesus needed to establish 

something completely different – not a political ideal, but a completely new outlook 

in life… something where I am not choosing what is best for me or my family – but 

simply choosing God. To choose Jesus is to be completely detached from my 

personal politics – it is to desire what God desires, and allow what God desires to 

shape my life, including my politics, not the other way around. 

In the one hand, this puts us Christians choosing the wisdom of God in direct 

conflict with those who live by human wisdom. And that is why the values of the 

Kingdom should not be thought about in terms of politics, otherwise we give 

ourselves permission to attack the enemy. Election season is coming up in 2024… 

before you know it you will have one political go against the other… pretty soon 
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our televisions and radios will be filled with personal attacks, about how evil the 

other person is and why you should not vote for them…  

That is real hate, that kind that comes when life is ruled by our politics. To 

hate your family and your own life, in the Christian sense, is to simply love God 

first, and more. Later Jesus will clarify that to love God is to love one another the 

way God has love us. 

As a community we are presented with the choice to love God first all the 

time and in all ways.  

Years back you all made the choice for God when you had the woman’s 

shelter.  

The support we give to our ministries, from St. Vincent de Paul to Sacred 

Heart Shelter, to the time and commitment we give to our young people, to how we 

share our income with the life of the parish though sacrificial Sunday giving – we 

all make the choice to do so.  

Human wisdom says: don’t give to organizations that just give money to the 

poor! They have to work for it! But the wisdom of God makes us see beyond that, 

and assume the best intentions for each individual because we are made equal.  

Human wisdom says: don’t support the church, they are always abusing their 

power, always misusing money… the priest just take it from the collection! 

Luckily, we have canon law that protects me from falling into that temptation – so 

rest assure I’m not going though the safe after mass getting money to feed my 

animals…  
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As we get close to a new liturgical year, we need to start thinking about new 

choices for God - ways to do more outreach, ways to participate in the life of the 

parish beyond Sunday mass, ways to get more people ALL IN in the participation 

of mass through our various liturgical needs.  

These are the types of actions that Jesus is calling us to do, the demand to hate 

is really a demand to be all in for God, to choose love based on the wisdom of God, 

not our own. That is why, in faith, when two of three are gathered there truly is 

God, not politics.  

Jesus makes an urgent appeal to us today: not as a politician wanting your 

vote, but as someone who desires to bring to the world what it urgently needs, and 

desires that we make a choice to join the expedition.  

We find ourselves at the foot of that steep and dangerous path… what is Jesus 

asking you to leave behind for the remainder of the journey? 

 

   

 

 

 

 

  


